
 
 
 

LODGE MODERN CAST IRON 
CAMP OVENS 

 
WHEN MADE: Approximately 1993 – Present 
 
SIZES MADE: 5”(Note 1), 6”(Note 2), 8”, 10”, 10” Deep(Note 3), 12”, 12” 
Deep, 14”, 14” Deep, and 16”. 
 
FINISH: Original Finish could be purchased in all sizes except the L6CO3, 
10DCO, L12CO3BS, L12DCO3LC, and THE L16CO3 until sometime after 
2005. 
 
SIZES & WEIGHTS: Accuracy of weights are approximate weights only, 
except for the 5”, as they were taken from catalogs, and I might add, 
different catalogs stated different weights for the same Camp Oven. 
 
5CO  2-1/2-cup 4-3/4” dia., 2-1/2” depth  3-lb-15-oz 
6CO  1-qt  6-5/8” dia., 3” depth  7-lbs 
8CO  2-qt  8” dia., 3” depth   11-lbs 
10CO  4-qt  10” dia., 3-1/2” depth  15-lbs 
10DCO 5-qt  10” dia., 4-14” depth  17-lbs 
12CO  6-qt  12” dia., 3-3/4” depth  20-lbs 
12DCO 8-qt  12” dia., 5” depth   23-lbs 
14CO  8-qt  14” dia., 3-3/4” depth  26-lbs 
14DCO 10-qt  14” dia., 5” depth   28-lbs 
16CO  12-qt  16” dia., 4-1/4” depth  30-lbs 
 
                
 
 
 
                                                  
 



 
 
Note 1: The Lodge Original Finish 5CO was first produced sometime 
between January 1992 and December 1993. It was listed for the first time in 
their 1994 catalog. Sales volume was low because only those who cook in 
Camp Ovens and collectors were interested in the item, thus, it was 
discontinued in October 2000. The 5CO is a relatively hard to find item and 
seldom sells for less than $100 - $125 on Ebay. There was a special order of 
these Camp Ovens from the Japanese IDOS and it is unknown how many of 
them are in the United States. They are easily identified by the picture on the 
bottom. Although this item has been discontinued by Lodge as of the last 
word received it has not been placed on their permanently discontinued list 
and may be produced again at a later date. 
 

             

 
Unknown Collection 

 
 
Note 2: The Lodge 6CO was first offered in Catalog #11 in 2009 and is still 
offered today. This CO was never offered in the Original Finish. 
 
Note 3: The Lodge L10DCO3 was a custom order for the Sportsman’s 
Warehouse and not generally available elsewhere. 
 

CUSTOM LIDS 
 

With this series Lodge has offered five custom lids, The Lewis & Clark 
Corps of Discovery lid which was offered with a deep 12CO (L12DCO3LC) 



during the years 2003-2008 and the BSA lid which was offered with the 
regular 12CO (L12CO3BS) and is still in production today. The L12CO3 for 
the Olympic Winter Games at Salt Lake during 2002. The International 
Dutch Oven Society (IDOS) lid for the 12” Dutch Oven was made in 1999. 
Lodge wanted to promote it in the newsletter and because of limited 
interested only approximately 125 were sold and the remainder of the lids 
were recycled into other cast iron products. Lodge also filled a special from 
the Sportsman’s Warehouse in 2007 for a special of the 10DCO with some 
of them having their emblem on the lid and some having the normal 
labeling. There are still a few of these in stock at the various Sportsman’s 
Warehouse Outlets, but they do not have a mail order service. So you must 
call to determine who still has them in stock.  
 

    

 From the collection of Roger Barfield Unknown Collection 

 



Picture from Lodge Mfg. Company 

 
 
 

 
LODGE MODERN CO PICTURES 

 

 

 
All pictures from the collection of Sam Roberts except where noted. 


